Recommendation (approved): FASC SC adopt use of TRL’s for sensors, instruments and systems (not platforms nor networks); to be adopted on a subcommittee basis (using common TRL definitions)

Subcommittees’ surveys to use TRL’s to identify emerging technologies; notify ETS and v.v. ETS to include basic entry as ‘emerging technology’ with link to other subcommittee for detailed resource entry

Work with database subcommittee to finalize ET survey – ASAP; create ‘Serafin alias’

Send ETS invitation letter (draft is done) from Serafin alias to ETS mailing list (>600)

ETS members to: 1) approve entries and 2) personally fill in gaps (begin: 2-4 weeks after letter), as assigned at May 7-8 ETS meeting [deadline: 1 Sept. 2007]
• **June 20-21 FASC SC decisions:**
  – Exclude signal and data processing algorithms
  – Exclude data assimilation models
• **WFD: Inform ETS members** week of June 25
• **UAV’s:** prime responsibility of Airborne Platforms Subcommittee; use APS survey format (more appropriate); cross-reference at ET survey
• **Update survey homepage** (per FASC SC recommendation/approval) – database subcommittee to do
• **Succession** planning (editorial board) per Bob
  – NCAR EOL to be responsible for maintaining/updating database; EOL to submit proposal to NSF in Fall 2007
  – Editorial board to provide advice & guidance
  – Quarterly telecons and annual meeting
• **Workshop** assignment (per Bob and FASC)
  – Recommend participants
  – Summary presentation:
    • Introduction of ET charge
    • Overview/summary of ET entries
    • Identify gaps & future needs
  – Maybe lead breakout groups
  – FASC to support travel & per diem (2 days) for subcommittee members
  – Recommendation: merge/integrate EOL Users’ Workshop and FASC Workshop

• **BAMS** (or **EOS**) article
  – Descriptive only (no data)
  – Recommendations, current status, how to access
  – Separate report (with recommendations) to NSF ATM (Cliff)